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Introduction

 The maritime industry is globalized (in terms of functional, business and 
regulatory terms)

 But also has local issues to address (administrative procedures, customs, 
taxation, immigration, safety and security, waste, health protection,…) 

 EU has a vision to automate and improve these processes

 In 2010 adopted the Directive 2010/65/EU which guides the reporting 
formalities

 In 2012 commissioned the eMAR project to address these issues and upgrade 
the European Maritime Industry 

 The eMAR project addresses the EU eMaritime concept and develops and 
tests systems that enable easy exchange of documents and information in 
support of improved networking for the maritime industry stakeholders.



Background 

 Competent authorities across Europe (number, scope, origins,…) 

 Trade, transport, hygiene as well as port owners / operators 

 An extensive range of case specific, authority specific and country specific regulatory requirements

 A lack of common understanding and coordination amongst each Authority (even at the local level)

 The compliance support systems have not considered the specific needs of SMEs, producing complex, bureaucratic environments for them too. 

 Modern trade needs upgraded security requirements however, inefficiency, is prohibitive 

 Increased compliance efforts (especially by SMEs) 

 A number of initiatives have been adopted. 
 The concept of a single point interaction (B2A, A2B) => the “Single Window” (SW) 
 Single Windows were first developed by Customs for trade facilitation 
 The EU Directive 2010/65/EU (the ‘FAL Directive’) 
 Mandates Member States to accept the fulfilment of ship reporting formalities in electronic format and their transmission via a single window no 

later than 1 June 2015.



The UN/CEFACT 
Recommendation 33 (single 
windows) 

 Single Windows introduced by United Nations 
Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic 
Business (UN/CEFACT) 

 Improved the exchange of information 
between trade and government. 

 UNECE’s definition for Single Windows: “they 
constitute a facility allowing parties involved 
in trade and transport to lodge standardized 
information and documents with a single 
entry point to fulfil all import, export, and 
transit-related regulatory requirements



The National Data Set (NDS) 

According to UNECE, “the simplification and 
standardisation reengineering activity should 
start with the Government’s clear objective for 
the way in which the National Data Set will be 
used, particularly with respect to: 

 interaction with other national, 
European and international systems,

 trade facilitation,

 safety, security and environmental 
risk management.” 

Experience has shown that many Authorities take rush decisions (leading to suboptimal system design) 



Other related initiatives (I/II)

 The World Customs Organization’s (WCO) perspective for Single Windows

 use of ICT and dataset standards commonly accepted by the relevant public and private stakeholders, particularly, a Harmonized System of 
Commodity Description and Coding, the WCO Data Model and the Unique Consignment Reference, 

 agencies involved in Integrated Border Management should determine the essential data for their controls,

 in cases where inspection of goods is necessary, the Single Window should be used for the co-ordination of physical inspection 
amongst the relevant agencies

 WCO’s cross-border customs procedures and the SAFE framework of standards for secure supply chains (2009) aimed at:

 promoting co-operation between the Customs and business communities,

 strengthening networking arrangements between Customs administrations to improve their capability to detect high-risk 
consignments,

 supporting the seamless movement of goods through secure international trade supply chains.

 Mutual Recognition (MR) 

 an action or decision taken or an authorization that has been properly granted by one Customs administration, is recognized and 
accepted by another Customs administration.

Island 
systems 

Cooperative 
Systems

Collaborative 
Systems



Other related initiatives (II/II)

 Single Windows were facilitated by Port Single Windows (mainly for port state control)

 The VTMIS Directive (Directive 2002/59/EC for vessel traffic monitoring, (European Union, 2007)) has been introduced to guarantee 
that all Member States will be interconnected via the Community maritime information exchange system SafeSeaNet (SSN), in order 
to obtain a complete view of the movements of ships and dangerous or polluting cargoes in European waters. The VTMIS Directive 
mandated the development of National SSN applications which became operational by 2009. 

 National SSN applications differ from country to country, from basic low-end systems to high-end extended systems covering also 
Port Community Systems’ needs and requirements.

 The Electronic Port Clearance (EPC) ISO standard (adopted by the IMO FAL Committee) lists ISO 28005 as a reference for XML based
electronic port clearance systems (supports the following messages: FAL standard declarations, ISPS reporting requirements, general 
ship reporting requirements, Recommended reporting on ship generated waste, Required reporting as defined in the bulk loading
and unloading code, ETA reporting to pilot station, etc)

• But, also, consider that 

 Port Community Systems have become an essential component for the efficient operation of Ports. 

 Typically PCSs have developed particular implementation guides for each EDIFACT message, and support their Port Communities for 
interchange of Transport Orders, Bayplans, Gate Reports (Gate-in and Gate-Out), Bookings, Shipping Instructions, Custom Clearances, 
etc.  Despite the value offered by PCSs to their communities the different implementation guides in each port create increased costs 
for the reporting parties. 

Each system has a specific focus, either trade, or safety or security and as such the content of the information and the 
dissemination level is different per system



The EU Directive 2010/65/EU 

 Commonly known as ‘Reporting Formalities Directive’ 

 Part of the EU’s and Industry’s drive to streamline and 
standardise reporting formalities

 Ships arriving in and/or departing from EU member
ports

 Mandates that Member States must adopt a ‘Single 
Window’ 

 Implement as soon as possible or by the latest - 1 June 
2015

 The Directive prohibits reporting on paper form 
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State Of Play In The MSW: WCO 
Implementation Survey

• The WCO’s survey of SW implementation (Choi, 2011) acknowledges five types 
of cargo clearance systems currently in operation: 

 The Integrated Single Window: 
 Individual data elements are submitted once to a single entry point (integrated 

automated system) to fulfil all import, export and transit-related regulatory 
requirements (i.e., enables multiple procedures to be performed from a single 
submission),

 The Interfaced Single Window:
 Individual data elements are submitted once to a single entry point but each 

regulatory agency maintains its own automated system and connects with other 
systems through custom-build interfaces,

 The Hybrid Single Window: 
 A combination of the Integrated and the Interfaced approach, 

 The One-Stop Service: 
 Stakeholders are required to implement each procedure/ declaration separately

 The Stand-alone system for Customs clearance. 

Survey Insights

•66% of the survey respondents 
(customs agencies) use a non-
single window system, which 
duplicates efforts and increases 
compliance costs.  

•45% of the respondents operate 
a stand-alone system, minimising 
the possibility of inter-agency 
communication and data fusion. 

•The majority of Customs 
administrations have harmonized 
single window data with 
internationally recognized 
standards and to this extent, the 
WCO Data Model and 
UN/EDIFACT were the ones 
widely adopted.



state of play in the msW: 
eMAR analysis

• The eMAR project has undertaken a comprehensive 
analysis (eMAR Consortium, 2013) of the different SW 
systems that are in use. The most important insights 
with regards to the Maritime Single Windows in 
European countries, include the following: 

 Some kind of maritime IT systems exist practically in 
every EU country that has access to sea. 

All countries have established the EU mandated 
SafeSeaNet system

 In some countries, SafeSeaNet system is the core 
element of Maritime Single Windows. 

 Several EU countries have established SSN systems that 
are tailored to specific country needs and interests

eMAR Survey Insights

•Most of the ports surveyed, 
indicated that they have developed a 
Port Community system and they 
use this in their daily operations, 

•The system acts as a Single Window 
(to an extent). 

•These systems are bespoke and 
parameterized to the business 
models and the specific rules of each 
port. 

•Based on the analysis, and on 
unreported feedback, no significant 
difference between public and 
private ports (within those 
interviewed) was identified.  

•The difference among the systems 
used is primarily related to the 
services offered to the end users and 
to the port community in general. 
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Antwerp  x x x    x 
Copenhagen 

Malmoe  
x 

x      

Cyprus Ports 

Authority  
x  

     

Dunkerque     x x   

Bordeaux  x  x     

Esbjerg   x      

Hamburg   x      

Klaipeda  x       

Livorno Port 

Authority  
x  

     

Luka Koper  x       

Rauma Port    x     

Southampton   x      

Stockholm  x  x     

Szczecin and 

Świnoujście 

Seaports 

Authority SA   

 

   x  

 

eMAR Survey Insights

• All of the ports use a PCS 
or a variation of it

• Market needs lead the way 
(usually)

• Such offerings are 
considered to be Value 
Added Services (VAS) for 
the ports and add to their 
competitive advantage. 

• Shipping companies react 
positively to such systems 
and tend to select ports 
offering such VAS.



a proposal for a maritime 
single window: the eMAR 
MSW

 
Coordinated Border Mgt.

SUPPY Chain Security 

Customs Trade Facilitation
import, export, and transit-

related regulatory 
requirements 

Port  Community Systems

Emergency  coordination

Ship Formalities
Port Clearance, Traffic 

monitoring

Mode-Specific Authorities

Border Control

Customs

Health Food and Veterinary

Safety Security Environment

National Authorities

Nat iona l  
S in g le  

W in d ow 
Trade and Transport 

Regulations

EU or International 
Platforms

Trade and Transport 

CommunityFacilitation of business 
compliance to applicable 

regulations 

Exchange of information 
between national 

authorities, including 
coping with the different 

standards used by 
different authorities and/or 

different countries (i.e. 
IMDG, ADR, SSN, 

Customs, etc). 

Information exchange with 
external systems 

Value added Services for 
competiveness and growth. 



eMAR MSW Modules Overview
 In the context of the eMAR Project, a set of tools, ontologies, methodologies and roadmaps were developed to facilitate rapid prototyping, 

development and deployment of Single Windows. 

 The eMAR framework aims to upgrade the systems in producing intelligent MSWs that are interoperable, dependable and reliable.

 The Single Window Platform (SWP) is a solution for National Single Windows that allows member states to design and manage the MSW 
complying with 2010/65/EC directive, but allowing for sufficient autonomy for the different authority systems with respect to the 
information sharing and the access rights. 

Information Exchange 
between Reporting 

Parties and NSW

•Receives an MSW 
message and converts it 
to MRF

•Stores MRF to NSW 
database or distributes 
to specified databases

•Sends a response 
message to Reporting 
Parties 

Information Exchange 
between NSW and 

SafeSeaNet 

•Reports all necessary 
information to the 
relevant authorities

Information Exchange 
between NSW and 

Authorities’ systems 
(Systems Configuration) 

•The Administrator can 
configure the Access 
Components for the 
authorities’ systems. 

•Routing engine 

Users Management 

•Central Administration 
management that can 
configure Access Rights 
for the Users -
configuration specifies 
who will have access to 
the NSW and what 
permissions each user 
will have (e.g. View, 
Consult, Approve) 

•Migration / 
Synchronizer with 
existing authorisation 
systems. 

Users Dashboard 

•Web interface for 
displaying information 
regarding Formalities, 
Notifications, etc. to 
different roles in 
different authorities. 

•Personalization 
assistants. 

Intelligent Ship 
Reporting Gateways 

(ISRG) 

•an innovative software 
application, enabling 
both shipping Industry 
stakeholders to fulfil 
their reporting 
obligations to European 
Maritime & Custom 
Authorities, in 
accordance to the 
European Commission 
Directives as well as 
Authorities to 
effectively check and 
reference compliance.
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DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM (APPLICATIONS, COMMON INFRASTRUCTURE, SERVICES, …) 

BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM

THE EMAR ECOSYSTEM

eMAR

Connectivity 

Infrastructure

eMar IT connectivity



TRANSMITTING through the emar Common reporting schema (CRS)

Other
(e.g. 
AEO)



Access points 

for information exchange



• MSWs provide a Single Interface between (trade and transport)
establishments
• MSWs are essentially extended eGov applications offering a Common
Reporting Gateway to businesses
• Two main channels for the submission of reporting information /
declarations may be utilised:

• Port Community Systems and similar systems that facilitate both commercial and regulatory information exchange. The interface
between PCSs and NSW should be kept harmonised,
• Business Reporting Gateways, that is commercial applications used by carriers, agents or aggregators to fulfil formalities

• The MSW (should/) provides interfacing to external systems such as SSN.
• MSWs should include core services (data, rules, integration, etc)
• MSWs could also facilitate provision of Value Added Services (but fist check
liability and confidentiality issues - >PCS?)
• MSW (at least the Gen2) should also offer intelligent (smart) services. (at the
moment these should primarily cover the fusion of relevant information to the
relevant actors in its entirety, reducing the information submission
duplication.
• Be extendable to include other systems (AIS, LRIT, etc)

 

KEY FEATURES OF THE MSW









 A highly flexible and user-friendly tool for linking ship/shipping related information (e.g. voyage/ 
ship cargo planning information) with port formalities reporting for use on-board and ashore

 Streamlining and reengineering of the reporting work-flows facilitating the exchange of ship and 
cargo information among all the actors involved in reporting, respecting their access rights on a 
“need-to-know” basis. 

 Significant reduction of the reporting burden (in terms of duration and resource consumption) 
allowing the shipping/maritime company staff to focus on efficiency and safety of operations. 

 Reduction of the overall cost of reporting by eliminating non-adding value intermediaries

 Reduction of IT complexity and enabling integration / sharing of information with other company 
“in-house” systems providing reference data for fulfilling reporting requirements and/ or vessel 
tracking

 Compliance with international standards (e.g. ISO 28005, WCO, EDIFACT) and EU specific formats 
and requirements. 

Key Drivers for a successful 
implementation



Conclusions & Lessons Learned
 The maritime and logistics procedures have to be simplified through the new system 

 The shipping services have to be upgraded from a business perspective, and delay reduction is the 
most important element to this respect

 The new system has to decrease face-to-face interactions not only for cost reasons but also for 
improved transparency 

 Upgraded security to the transactions has to be offered (regulatory and commercial)

 The data exchanging has to accommodate all the existing systems 

 Paper based transactions have to be eliminated 

 The new system will (have to) be universally a single point of data input, avoiding duplication 

 The system will have to be as robust as possible to reduce risks from attacks, data leakage and virus

 The systems will have to be scalable with a simplified method of including new services for the users.



What is eMAR?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKBDTqhMm
U4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKBDTqhMmU4


eMAR: Single windows to reduce 
mountains of paper work
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gH1G_FV7Mo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gH1G_FV7Mo4


End of Session

Thank you for your attention!

Q&A  


